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Reference style also varies from journal to journal. This should be discussed with your supervisor. Change
Form Routine at the Department of Geography 1. You are responsible for proofreading when ordering.
Knowledge of and ability to master the opportunities that exist can be beneficial writing your thesis and in a
future employment. You will specify the entire order online. At masters level it is expected high standards
when it comes to presenting your work, including an awareness of current standards for contributions to
scientific publications, e. If you need longer time, one semester extra, you need to use the Change form.
Margins: We recommend minimum margin width of 2 cm 0. Vector graphics: We recommend creating png or
jpg-files of your vector graphics. Font size: Use font size 12 for A4 format, and font size 11 for B5 format. Fill
out the form and submitted it to the department administration. Page numbers: The page numbers should be
either centered or side aligned right align odd page numbers, and left align even page numbers Division of
sections: Chapters, table of contents, foreword etc. All Dr. During the 2nd semester 4. Covers and title pages
will be created automatically when you enter the required information. Use the Change Form to report any
changes to the original agreement for carrying out a master's thesis. Fewer changes during production means
shorter delivery time. Log in at the top right corner. Visuals: Pictures should not have quality lower than 72
dpi. The NTNU supervisor must judge the feasibility and academic quality of the project before signing. What
you should have when ordering: All files needed to print the thesis ISBN number and serial number. Dots and
lines: Lines and dots e. There are several useful tools for writing academic papers and handling large
documents e. Within days you will receive a sample print for approval before the entire order goes into
production. The department will arrange a progress-meeting to present the agreement. The Head of
Department signs the agreements and deliver it to the administration for archiving and further action. First and
foremost, the agreement regulates the tutorial relationship. And that means that unless otherwise agreed, the
right to tutorial guidance ends once the agreement expires. The agreement covers the rights and
responsibilities of all parties, as well as terms of use regarding rights to the completed academic work and
results of the project. The page numbers are placed underneath the margin. Before ordering you can order our
user manual here. The agreement is also governed by legislation, study regulations and the study programme
for the master's degree. The consequence of not submitting the Change form is losing your right to study.
Text: Proofread your thesis before ordering. This includes looking at grammar, organization, visuals, etc. D
Thesis Read our recommendations for writing your Ph. Microsoft Word, Endnote. Border widths, color codes,
and transparent colors can look different on print, and can lead to a disappointing result. Writing your master's
thesis At masters level it is expected high standards when it comes to presenting your work, including an
awareness of current standards for contributions to scientific publications, e. To order, please click the button
below. The agreement confirms that the topic for the master's thesis is approved, that the tutorial relationship
has been established and that the parties student, tutor and department are familiar with the guidelines that
apply for carrying out a master's thesis at the Department of Geography.


